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Cotton Marketing Practices in Selected Local
Markets in Louisiana
By H. W. Little and Roy A. Ballinger^
INTRODUCTION
Cotton is the main source of cash income for a large majority of farm-
ers in the northern half of Louisiana and in several sections of south
Louisiana. Practices followed by buyers and sellers of cotton in the com-
munities which are the growers' markets for this commodity, and condi-
tions which exist in these markets vitally affect the welfare of the growers.
The number and types of outlets available to the grower for his cotton,
the extent of his knowledge of its quality and of existing market condi-
tions, and many other factors affect his competitive position in the mar-
ket. Recent government programs, such as the cotton loan program, and
the free classing and market news service available to members of cotton
improvement groups have materially changed some of the conditions ex-
isting in local markets.
In the present study information was collected by personal interview
from 184 cotton growers and 52 cotton buyers in eight markets in north
and central Louisiana (See figure). The information related to the
1940-41 cotton marketing season. Data for south Louisiana were not in-
cluded because the cotton crop in that part of the state was unusually
poor in 1940 and cotton is a major crop in only a few sections of the area.
At least 20 growers, selected at random, were interviewed in each market.
Information was obtained from practically all of the local buyers located
in the markets studied.
The markets selected for study were all compress or warehouse points
and not exclusively growers' markets since some of the buyers bought a
small proportion of their volume from other buyers. However, it is
the general practice of most growers in marketing their cotton to sell to
buyers from these warehouse points, usually in the town itself, but some-
times at nearby country gins, stores or railroad platforms. In some cases
growers sold directly to small country merchants or ginners located in
the vicinity.
PRODUCTION OF COTTON
There was a wide variation between markets in the average amount of
cotton produced per grower. The lowest average production per grower
1 Dr. John W. Wright and John G. Gibert of the Agricultural Marketing Service,
United States Department of Agriculture assisted the authors in planning the study
and in collecting and analyzing the data.
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for those interviewed was found at Ruston and the highest at Natchi-
toches and Ferriday (Table 1) . The former market is located in a hill
section of the state while both of the latter are in plantation sections of
the Red River and Mississippi River deltas.
In recent years there has been a decided shift towards the production
of improved varieties of cotton in Louisiana. Growers in each community
or area have been urged to grow only a single variety of cotton. A rela-
tively few varieties now make up most of the cotton grown in Louisiana.
Almost three-fourths of the cotton grown by the growers interviewed was
of the Delta pine variety, about 14 per cent was Delfos, and 5 per cent
Stoneville. In each of the individual markets except Alexandria, Delta
pine was the most important variety. Nearly one-half of the cotton in
Alexandria was Stoneville and 28 per cent was Delfos.
It is estimated that in 1940 there were approximately 125 one-variety
cotton improvement groups in Louisiana. The proportion of the growers
interviewed who were members of a one-variety group was highest at
Minden where 48 per cent belonged and lowest at Alexandria where there
were no members. In all the markets where the proportion of Delta pine
cotton was 90 per cent or more the proportion of growers belonging to
one-variety groups was greater than 20 per cent. In markets where the
proportion of Delta pine cotton was small the number of growers be-
longing to one-variety groups was low.
Distance Hauled to Gin
The distance which a farmer hauls his seed cotton to have it ginned
usually depends upon the distance of his farm from the nearest gin. How-
ever, it sometimes happens that a grower hauls a greater distance than
that to the nearest gin. There are various reasons for this, such as varia-
tions in ginning services and charges, and the personal preference of
farmers. Hauling to some gin other than the nearest one has become
increasingly important with the development of the motor truck as a
means of hauling.
For all producers in the eight markets, the average distance hauled was
4.6 miles (Table 2) . Growers in the Natchitoches, Ferriday, and Minden
markets hauled the shortest average distances.
In places the practice of hauling seed cotton to the gin by the ginners
has developed either as a competitive measure or because growers lack the
equipment for hauling. The practice seems not to have been followed to
any significant extent in the markets studied except at Alexandria. The
ginners there hauled approximately 27 per cent of growers' seed cotton.
Six per cent was hauled by ginners at Ruston and five and four per cent

























































































































































tAbLE 2. Average Number of Miles From Farm to Gin and Per Cent of Cotton
Hauled by Grower and by Ginner, Specified Markets in Louisiana, 1940-41 Season.
Average number Per cent of bales transported:
Market ot miles.










MARKET OUTLETS USED BY GROWERS
Government Loan: The government cotton loan program has created
in recent years what amounts to an additional outlet through which
farmers may dispose o£ their cotton. The placing of cotton in the govern-
ment loan by a producer does not amount to an outright sale. For all
practical purposes, however, the producer has completed the marketing
of his cotton by putting it in the government loan except for the possi-
bility of later selling his equities in the cotton at a profit if prices rise
sufficiently. The loan program has improved the competitive position of
the farmer in the local market through its effect on the local level of
cotton prices and by partially forcing buyers to pay for cotton more
nearly on a quality basis.
Loans to growers on their cotton through the Commodity Credit Cor-
poration were an important method used by growers in marketing their
cotton in all markets considered. Approximately 56 per cent of all the
producers interviewed placed at least a part of their cotton in the loan.
More than one-fourth of the growers placed all of their cotton in the
loan.
Nearly 44 per cent of the farmers sold all their cotton outright. The
number of bales belonging to these growers amounted to almost 63 per
cent of the total, indicating that the larger producers were more inclined
to sell outright than were the smaller ones. Those who sold part of their
cotton and put part in the loan placed about two-thirds in the loan. The
28.6 per cent of the producers who put all their cotton into the loan
handled only 20 per cent of the total volume of cotton represented. The
proportion of cotton sold outright was greatest at Ferriday, Alexandria,
Oak Grove, and Natchitoches, all of which are largely delta markets.
Types of buyers: From the standpoint of their relation to the grower,
buyers may best be classified according to major types of activities. Buy-
7
ers in Louisiana may be divided on this basis as follows: supply mer-
chants, ginner buyers, local cotton merchants, and representatives of cen-
tral market cotton merchants. Some buyers belong in more than one of
these classes. For instance, a buyer may be both a supply merchant and a
ginner.
Supply merchants sell fertilizer, seed, feed, groceries, and numerous
other items to growers on credit. Growers usually pay for these advances
upon the sale of their cotton. The producer may or may not be obligated
to sell his cotton to the merchant but in many cases it is more or less
automatically turned over to him on account. Plantation owners who
have stores through which supplies are furnished to tenants on their
place were not considered supply merchants in this study since the owners
usually sell the tenants' cotton along with their own.
The proportion of cotton sold to supply merchants was relatively small,
although this outlet was of importance to small growers. Supply mer-
chants purchased only 2.7 per cent of the total amount handled by the
local buyers interviewed (Table 3) . The only markets where the pur-
chases by this type of buyer constituted any significant part of the total
were Ruston and Oak Grove. At Ruston approximately 10 per cent of
the total purchases were made by merchants. At Oak Grove, the propor-
tion was almost 7 per cent. At the remaining markets the proportion
ranged from 3 per cent to zero.
Growers in south Louisiana are known to sell a large proportion of
their cotton to ginners, but the volume sold to this type of buyer was
comparatively small in the markets studied. However, the ginners in
some cases were a rather important outlet for small growers. Indications
are that sales were made to ginners in some cases largely as a matter of
TABLE 3. Volume and Per Cent of Cotton Purchased by Types of Buyers in
Specified Markets in Louisiana, 1940-41 Season.
Number of bales
Number Repre-
Market of Supply I.ocal sentative
buyers Total Supply- Ginner merchant cotton of central
merchant buyer ginner merchant market
cotton firm
4 4,110 65 0 0 500 3,545
Minden 7 10,900 200 0 400 5,200 5,100
Ruston 12 11,449 1,200 800 550 3,500 5,399
• 4 6,553 454 0 0 6,099 0
Winnsboro 7 32,567 1,017 0 1,450 10,100 20,000
5 11,100 0 2,000 800 5,100 3,200
Natchitoches 7 21,525 0 0 300 15,000 6,225
5 10,643 0 275 500 100 9,768
Total .... 51 108,847 2,936 3,075 4,000 45,599 52,237
Per cent 100.0 2.7 2.8 3.7 41.9 48.9
8
convenience, providing the ginner would purchase the cotton. It
was
usually ginners located in the territory surrounding the market
center
who bought cotton. The ginners located in the town seldom did so. The
only markets among those studied at which ginners purchased cotton
were Ferriday, Ruston, and Alexandria. The volume of purchases were
relatively small except at Ferriday.
Supply merchant, ginner, and cotton buyer was a rather common
combination of business activities, especially in small communities
which
were included as part of the markets studied. The volume of purchases
by such buyers constituted a relatively small proportion of the
total
purchases in the markets considered but were somewhat larger than
those by ginner-buyers who were not supply merchants and supply mer-
chants who were not ginner-buyers.
Local cotton merchants purchase cotton as a major business enterprise
and operate for their own account. Growers usually make their sales to
such dealers in town but in some cases the buyer may purchase from grow-
ers at country gins, stores, or the grower's farm. They may purchase
a
portion of their cotton from supply merchants, ginner-buyers, or
other
local dealers but as a rule, most of it is obtained direct from
growers.
The local cotton merchant was an important purchaser of cotton from
growers in most of the markets studied. Almost 42 per cent of the total
volume of purchases in all markets combined were made by buyers of
this type. Over 90 per cent of the purchases in Oak Grove were made by
local cotton merchants. The proportion was 70 per cent at Natchitoches,
48 per cent at Minden, 46 per cent at Ferriday, and 31 per cent at
Wmns-
boro and Ruston. However, only 12 per cent of the volume
purchased
at Mansfield and 1 per cent at Alexandria was made by this type of
buyer.
The largest total volume of cotton for the eight markets combined was
handled by representatives of central market cotton merchants.
These
buyers work for large firms located in central markets, receiving a
com-
mission or salary for their services. A portion of their purchases may be
made from supply merchants, ginners, and other buyers but most of it
is
usually made direct from growers.
Almost 50 per cent of the total volume of purchases in the
markets
studied were made by buyers of this type. They were important in all
of
the markets studied except Oak Grove. Over 90 per cent of the purchases
at Alexandria and 86 per cent of those at Mansfield were made by repre-
sentatives of central market firms. The volume of such buyers made up
approximately 29 per cent of the total at Ferriday and Natchitoches.
FACTORS RELATED TO CHOICE OF OUTLET
It is impossible to account completely for differences in the
extent to
which various market outlets are used by growers in marketing
their cot-
ton. A few factors may be pointed out, however, which influence to some
extent a grower's choice of outlet.
Size of Producer
There seems to be some relationship between the size of crop handled
by the producers and the proportion of cotton placed in the govern-
ment loan. For instance, producers of 15 bales or less sold a larger pro-
portion of their cotton outright than they placed in the loan. This was
also true to a marked degree for producers of 101 bales or more. In con-
trast to this, those growers who produced from 16 to 100 bales placed
more than half of their cotton in the loan (Table 4)
.
TABLE 4. Per Cent of Cotton Placed in Loan and Sold to Different Types of



































































There was a marked tendency for small growers to sell more of their
cotton to independent buyers while large growers made extensive use of
commission and salaried buyers. Independent buyers in this case included
most of the supply merchants and ginner buyers as well as local inde-
pendent cotton merchants. About one-half of the total number of bales of
cotton were purchased by commission, and about one-fourth each by
independent and salaried buyers. However, from the standpoint of the
number of farmers with whom they dealt, the independent buyers were
by far the most important. Approximately two-thirds of the farmers had
15 bales of cotton or less to sell. Their total sales amounted to only 11.9
per cent of the sales of the entire group.
It is common knowledge that advantages in selling may be realized
through selling in lots containing as many bales as possible. A grower
having as many as 50 bales in one lot is in a considerably better position
to bargain effectively with buyers than one who has only 2 or 3 bales to
sell. Also, less trouble and expense is involved on the buyer's part, espe-
cially if the cotton is of uniform quality. The majority of growers are
forced to sell in small lots, however, because their production is small.
Also most small growers do not sell all of their cotton at one time, conse-
10
quently a large proportion of the total is sold in lots containing from
one to four bales. Ginner-buyers and supply merchants purchase most
of their cotton in lots of this size (Table 5)
.
Approximately 37 per cent of all transactions made by growers in the
eight markets involved only 1 bale. Over 70 per cent of the transactions
were for lots of 4 bales or less. However, the larger operators in the Delta
tended to sell their cotton in lots varying in size from 25 to over 200
bales.
TABLE 5. Number of Transactions* Involving Specified Number of Bales of
Cotton, Louisiana, 1940-41 Season.
No. of Mans- Min- Ruston Oak Winns- Ferri- Natchi- Alex- Total Per cent
bales field den Grove boro day toches andria of total
(Number of transactions)
1 25 18 61 36 24 9 4 13 190 37.1
2 8 11 19 19 13 2 11 15 98 19.1
3 6 5 3 7 11 2 6 2 42 8.2
4 3 12 5 5 4 5 2 0 36 7.0
5 1 2 3 3 2 0 6 1 18 3.5
6 3 2 0 0 2 1 1 7 16 3.1
7 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 5 1.0
8 0 2 0 0 4 1 4 2 13 2.5
9 0 2 4 0 1 0 0 0 7 1.4
10 0 0 3 0 0 1 7 1 12 2.3
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0.6
12 1 1 0 1 1 0 4 2 10 2.0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.2
14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 0.6
15 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 7 1.4
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0.4
17-25 3 0 0 1 2 2 3 0 11 2.1
26-50 2 4 0 2 1 7 3 0 19 3.7
51-100 1 0 0 0 0 5 4 0 10 2.0
101-200 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 1 7 1.4
201 over 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0.4
Total.. 54 59 98 77 67 42 68 47 512 100.0
*Includes cotton placed in loan.
Number of Buyers Interviewed Before Sale or Placing in Loan
The practice of getting bids from more than one buyer before making
a sale is a method used by many growers in bargaining with buyers. This
procedure may be useful in helping the farmer get what his cotton is
worth, provided effective competition exists between buyers. In the mar-
kets considered, about 35 per cent of the growers interviewed only one
buyer before making a sale and 33 per cent interviewed two buyers. Less
than eight per cent obtained bids from four or more buyers. A consider-
ably larger proportion of those who placed their cotton in the loan saw
only one buyer than did those who sold outright.
11
The proportion of growers selling after obtaining a bid from only one
buyer was above 50 per cent at Mansfield, Minden, and Ruston, all of
which were hill markets and below 33 per cent in the delta markets at
Oak Grove, Winnsboro, Ferriday, Natchitoches, and Alexandria. This
seems to be largely a result of the fact that the production per grower
was generally smaller in the hill sections than in the delta regions. There
was a tendency for a larger proportion of the small operators to interview
only one buyer before selling than was true of the larger growers. About
37 per cent of those producing five bales or less and 40 per cent of those
producing from 6 to 15 bales obtained bids from only one buyer before
making a sale as compared with 30 per cent or less of those with more
than 30 bales (Table 6)
.
TABLE 6. Number of Growers Interviewing Specified Number of Buyers Before
Selling or Putting Cotton in Government Loan^ by Size of Groaver, 1940-41 Season.
Number OF buyers interviewed
Size of Before making sale Before putting in loan
grower
4 or moreTotal 1 2 3 4 or more Total 1 2 3
(Number of growers)
1-5 46 17 15 9 5 26 10 7 6 3
6-15 43 17 19 7 0 37 17 14 6 0
16-30 16 5 4 6 1 17 6 4 5
2
31-50 4 1 1 2 0 6 3 2 1 0
51-100 10 3 3 3 1 . 8 5 1 2 0
•




130 46 43 31 10 96 42 28 20 6
Per cent. . . 100.0 35.4 33.1 23.8 7.7 100.0 43.8 29.2
20.8 6.2
Length of Time Between Picking and Sale of Cotton
Many cotton growers, particularly those who produce only a few bales,
sell their cotton almost immediately after ginning. Nearly one-third of
the growers producing from 1 to 5 bales sold their crop within one day
after ginning, and an additional 40 per cent sold within three days. In
contrast only 3 of the 27 growers having more than 50 bales of cotton
sold immediately after ginning. In general a larger proportion of the
growers sold soon after ginning in the "hill" markets than did those
located in the delta regions.
The two reasons given most frequently by growers for selling or putting
their cotton in the loan at the particular time they chose were: (1) to
meet immediate obligations, and (2) the price was believed to be most
favorable. As might be expected, a larger proportion of small growers
sold to meet obligations while more of the large producers marketed at
12
the time they considered the price most favorable. More than one-half
of those producing five bales or less marketed their cotton because they
had debts to meet (Table 7) . This was the case with only 20.0 per cent
of those producing more than 100 bales. On the other hand these large
producers made 60 per cent of their sales when they thought the price
was most favorable. A small number of growers sold at the time that was
most convenient, and a few others just because they wanted to get the
cotton out of the way.
TABLE 7. Reasons for Growers Selling or Putting Cotton in Loan at Time Chosen,
BY Size of Grower, 1 940-4L
Reasons for selling
Number of bales Total Meet Price Just to Most
number. immediate most dispose convenient Other
obligations favorable ot cotton time
(Number of growers)
1-5 65 36 13 5 5 6
6-15 62 24 25 4 2 7
16-30 28 9 16 0 0 3
31-50' 9 1 5 0 1 2
51-100 13 4 7 0 1 1
101-over 20 4 12 0 1 3
Total 197 78 78 9 10 22
Per cent 100.0 39.6 39.6 4.6 5.1 11.1
Growers' Reasons for Choice of Outlet
One consideration is far more important to the grower than all others
in choosing an outlet for his cotton. Over 80 per cent of all growers inter-
viewed chose the outlet through which they thought they obtained the
highest price for their cotton. The only other consideration that was of
any importance was convenience. Approximately 13 per cent of the grow-
ers stated that they marketed their cotton at the most convenient place.
Convenience was a reason given more often by small growers than by
those with large amounts of cotton to sell. Only a small number of grow-
ers sold their cotton to particular buyers because they were indebted to
them or because they were confident that the buyer would treat them
fairly (Table 8)
.
It is significant that even though a considerable proportion of the
growers sold their cotton to meet immediate financial obligations, as
shown previously, only a very small number were indebted to the buyer
to whom they sold.
13
TABLE 8. Reasons for Growers' Choice of Buyer or Agency in Marketing His
Cotton, 1940-41 Season.
Reasons for selling
Number of bales Total Offered Indebted Confidence
Convenience highest to in Other
price buyer buyer
(Number of growers)
1-5 68 11 53 3 0 1
6-15 63 12 46 1 2 2
16-30 26 1 22 1 1 1
31-50 10 0 10 0 0 0
51-100 13 1 12 0 0 0
101-over 17 1 15 0 0 1
Total 197 26 158 5 3 5
100.0 13.2 80.2 2.5 1.6 2.5
MARKETING PRACTICES OF GROWERS
It is a common practice in many parts of Louisiana for the ginner to
haul the growers' cotton to the warehouse almost immediately after gin-
ning. In these areas only a small proportion of the cotton remains on the
gin platform for even one night. This is especially true in the Mississippi
and Red River deltas. In some of the hill markets the gin yard and farm
are relatively important places of storage. Also in these sections a large
proportion of the cotton is sold immediately by the growers and the
problem of storage does not exist for these farmers. The percentage of
growers using various places of storage is shown in Table 9.
Most transactions involving the sale of cotton by growers are based on
samples representing the bales being sold. In Louisiana about three-
fourths of the farmers used samples taken by the warehouseman and
about one-half of the remainder sold on the basis of samples taken by
the buyer. In areas where the cotton is hauled immediately by the ginner
to the warehouse, the warehouse samples are returned to the gin together
with the receipts, where they are obtained by the growers. The growers
present samples and warehouse receipts to prospective buyers when they
wish to sell. In such cases the buyers rarely see the bales they purchase.
Such a system works efficiently when there is close coordination between
ginners, warehousemen, and buyers. When cotton is sold at the gin or
country store, the sale is usually, although not always, based on samples
cut from the bale by the buyer. A small number of growers used samples
taken by the ginner. In exceptional cases the grower may sell his cotton
on samples taken himself.
Since questions frequently arise regarding the accuracy of the weight
assigned to a bale of cotton, the agency assessing the weight upon which
14
TABLE 9. The Proportion of Growers Using Various Places of Storage, Sampling
























(Per cent of growers)
24 13 54 8 25 50 33 17 61 9 30
Minden 23 27 27 32 14 50 12 38 88 12 0
26 56 0 33 11 55 18 27 68 32 0
21 91 0 5 4 91 5 4 91 9 0
Winnsboro 23 96 4 0 0 100 0 0 96 4 0
22 96 0 0 4 96 0 4 96 4 0
24 66 19 0 15 80 20 0 88 12 0
Alexandria 21 80 8 4 8 95 0 5 100 0 0
Totai 184 65 14 10 11 76 12 12 85 11 4
a sale is based is o£ some importance to both buyers and sellers. Final
settlements with 85 per cent of the growers were based on the weights of
public warehouses which were licensed and bonded. This was to be ex-
pected since approximately three-fourths of the growers used such ware-
houses as places of storage. Also a few transactions at gins or country
stores were made with the understanding that final settlement was to be
made on warehouse weights. About 1 1 per cent of the growers sold their
cotton on gin weights and 4 per cent on public weigher's weights. The
only market where weights by the latter type were important was Mans-
field. Sales on gin weights were of some importance at Minden, Ruston,
and Natchitoches.
Cotton producers may participate in the transactions involved in the
sale of their cotton at a number of different places. The place of sale
depends a great deal upon the type of buyer to whom the cotton is sold.
Most of the sales to local cotton merchants or representatives of central
market firms were made at the buyer's office, although as has already been
pointed out, these types of buyers sometimes purchase a portion of their
cotton from growers at gins and country stores. Sales to supply merchants
were usually made at their stores and to ginner-buyers at the gin.
Table 10 shows that in the markets studied growers sold 65 per cent of
their cotton at the buyer's office, 16 per cent at warehouses and 15 per
cent at stores. Only a very small proportion of the sales was made on
the street, at gins, or on farms. It is difficult to interpret the data for some
of the individual markets since such large proportions of the cotton was
placed in the government loan that conclusions regarding outright sales
must be based on a small number of bales. On the basis of the limited
15
TABLE 10. The Proportion of Sales and Deliveries of Cotton Made by Growers













(Per cent of bales sold)
Mansfield 27 0 0 4 96 4 7 11 78
Minden 259 3 0 97 * 5 95 0 0
Ruston 185 32 8 7 53 51 0 49 0
Oak Grove .... 328 94 0 6 0 94 0 6 0
163 92 0 7 1 93 0 7 0
Ferriday 1,370 88 12 0 * 100 0 0
Natchitoches.. . 1,129 29 40 27 4 96 0 0 4
Alexandria 480 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
Total .... 3,941 65 16 15 4 89 6 3 2
*Less than 0 . 5 per cent.
information the buyer's office was the most important place of sale at
all except four markets. At Mansfield sales on the street seemed most
important. The majority of the sales of growers were made at stores at
Minden, at gins at Ruston, and at warehouses at Natchitoches.
The place of sale and place of delivery by the grower of the cotton
involved in a sale often are not the same. When the sale is made at the
buyer's office it is usually based on warehouse samples and the place of
delivery is the warehouse. Even when sales were made at gins or country
stores, delivery occasionally was made at a warehouse. Almost nine-tenths
of the total deliveries made by growers were at warehouses. The gins,
stores, and other places were of minor importance, except at Mansfield,
Minden and Ruston.
GKOWER'S KNOWLEDGE OF QUALITY
Quality should have a great deal to do with the price a grower receives
for his cotton, although in many cases buyers appear to give it very little
consideration. Since this is the case, it is important that cotton growers
have some knowledge of the quality of the cotton they are selling and of
its value under existing market conditions. This is especially true if the
quality is better than the average of the community.
Practically all growers must depend upon sources other than them-
selves for information regarding the quality of their cotton if such in-
formation is to be had. Of the 184 growers interviewed, only five claimed
that they could accurately grade and staple cotton. More than 30 per cent
of the growers stated that they had no knowledge of the quality of their
cotton when they sold it, and another 25 per cent knew only the class
16
placed on it by the buyer. Those who had no information usually
stated
that the buyer looked at a sample of their cotton but did
not mention its
quality. Only a price was quoted. Other sources from which
information
regarding quality was obtained were cooperative associations,
classifica-
tion furnished growers by ginners who submitted samples to the Federal
Government for its grade and staple statistics work, classification
fur-
nished direct to members of one-variety cotton improvement groups
by
the Federal Government under the Smith-Doxey Act, and
classification
furnished by the Federal Government to growers who placed cotton in
the government loan. All cotton which was placed in the
government
loan had to be classed by a federal board of examiners. Two classing
offices were set up in the state in 1940, one at Monroe and one at Shreve-
port for the purpose of classing cotton for the government loan. In
addi-
tion an office at Alexandria which was opened for the purpose of
classing
cotton belonging to members of cotton improvement groups and the
su-
pervising office in New Orleans, classed cotton which was to go into the
loan. The Smith-Doxey class which was furnished members of cotton
improvement groups could also be used for loan purposes. The Louisiana
Cotton Cooperative Association had arrangements with the Commodity
Credit Corporation making it possible for them to advance money to
growers on their own class and later to have the cotton reclassed by
the Board of Examiners in New Orleans before it was actually placed
in the loan.
About 4 per cent of the growers had received information regarding
the quality of their cotton from a cooperative association before
selling
it and another 3 per cent used the cooperative class in placing
their cotton
in the loan. Approximately 2 per cent had received information
regarding
the quality of their cotton from gins which submitted
samples to the
United States Department of Agriculture for its statistical
purposes.
EleveA per cent either placed their cotton in the government
loan on the
class furnished them through the Smith-Doxey Act or sold
their cotton
with a class from this source in their possession. About 23 per
cent of the
growers placed their cotton in the loan on the class furnished
them by a
Federal Board of Examiners for this purpose (Table 11)
.
In general small growers sold a larger proportion of
their cotton with-
out having a knowledge of its quality than did the larger
ones. Approxi-
mately 44 per cent of the growers producing from 1 to 5
bales sold with-
out having information regarding quality. This
was also the case with
more than 31 per cent of those producing from 6 to 30
bales. A con-
siderably larger proportion of those producing
more than 30 bales had
information concerning the quality of their cotton
either from buyers
or other sources prior to marketing.
However, it should be pointed out
that information from buyers regarding quality
may be badly biased.
In the individual markets the proportion of
growers who sold their cot-
ton without having any knowledge of its
quality varied from 61.9 per
17
cent at Alexandria to none at Minden. At Ruston 62.5 per cent of the
growers had no inforination concerning the quality of their cotton except
TABLE 11. Most Common Source of the Growers' Information as to Quality ofTheir Cotton by Size of Grower, 1940-41.
Source of information concerning quality
































































Total 210* ,53 15 5 24 49 64
Per cent 100.0 25.2 7.2 2.4 11.4 23.3 30.5
There were 26 growers who obtained information from more than one source.
GROWEKS' KNOWLEDGE OF IttAEKET CONDITIONS
In addition to having information regarding the quality of their cotton
at the time of sale, it is important that growers have accurate knowledge
llllT ^^'J'^''"''
°f both in the local and in central
markets. This is especially true in markets where, because of a limited
not keen
' ~™P""io" growers' cotton is
Over 46 per cent of the growers interviewed stated that information
Id nwl 4«
'° 'hem when needed regarding the price of cotton futures,and over 48 per cent had access to price quotations from some spot mar-
ket. However only 7 per cent had ready access to information regardingpremiums and discounts for quality. Lack of the latter information is
serious because without it the grower cannot estimate accurately thevalue of cotton of his particular grade and staple length. Also the quota-
ions for futures and spot markets and for premiums and discounts apply
to central markets and must be converted to the basis applicable to the
local market by deduction of freight and handling charges before they areof practical use to the farmer. The process followed in making these
calculations is not understood by many growers and as a result central
market quotations are of limited value to them.
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Local price information often is obtained by the grower from the
buyer to whom he sells his cotton, from other buyers, or from other
growers. The dissemination of such information in this manner serves a
very useful purpose because it tends to make the market more competi-
tive. However, it is not always reliable in individual cases. Approximately
35 per cent of the growers obtained price information from buyers other
than the one to whom the sale was made, and about 23 per cent also
obtained information from other growers. Another source of information
which was used by about 44 per cent of the growers was the daily news-
papers. The radio was used by about 20 per cent of those interviewed.
A bulletin board on which spot and futures quotations and quality
premiums and discounts were posted was used by 6 of 23 growers at



















24 11 3 0 6 4 3 4
23 7 2 6 3 0 4 • 3
28 10 0 0 2 0 4 1
21 7 18 0 7 13 0 1
Winnsboro 24 10 9 0 5 11 3 0
20 10 14 0 3 8 0 4
Natchitoches 24 13 12 0 8 4 4 0
Alexandria 20 13 7 0 3 3 3 2
Total 184 81 65 6 37 43 21 15
44.0 35.3 3.3 20.1 23.4 11.4 8.2
Minden (Table 12) . With the exception of the possible use of bulletin
boards the radio is probably the best source of current price information
which is available to growers. However, radio reports do not always in-
clude quotations for different qualities. Premiums and discounts sent
through the mail by the Agricultural Marketing Service are useful when
used in conjunction with other quotations obtained just before the sale
is made.
PRACTICES OF LOCAL COTTON BUYERS
The local buyer's primary function is that of beginning the task of
concentrating cotton into large even-running lots. This process is con-
tinued by others until the cotton reaches the markets in which it is con-
sumed. From numerous farmers, the local buyers gather each season's
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crop into quantities sufficiently large to be handled economically by large
cotton merchants. This service is an indispensable part of the marketing
procedure. Since the local buyers are constantly in contact with the cotton
producers, many of their practices directly affect the producers and the
prices they receive for cotton.
Volume of Purchases
Buyers in the eight markets studied handled more than 150,000 bales
of cotton. Purchases from farmers accounted for approximately 58 per
cent of this amount, 13 per cent represented purchases from other buy-
ers, and 29 per cent was handled for the government loan (Table 13)
.
Purchases from other buyers were made largely from supply merchants
and ginner buyers by the larger operators for whom cotton buying
was a major business enterprise. In Mansfield and Oak Grove no trading
was carried on among buyers, while over 50 per cent of the cotton pur-
chased in Alexandria was obtained from other buyers.
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In addition to their purchases, many of the buyers assisted growers in
filling out papers which were required before cotton could be placed in
the government loan. Prior to October 31, fees were usually charged for
such assistance amounting to from $0.25 to $1.50 per bale. On October 31,
the Commodity Credit Corporation issued an order stating that no
charges could be made for filling out loan papers since compensation for
all necessary services in connection with the completion of the loan form
was already covered in the interest rate allowed lending agencies and by
certain charges by the warehouses to which the cotton was delivered.
Local buyers assisted in filling out loan papers for more than 44,000
bales of cotton. Indications are that additional fees were charged by the
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buyers for a large part of this amount. In some markets it appears that
nearly 50 per cent of the volume of cotton from which buyers received an
income was cotton for which loan papers were filled out.
Business Relationships of Buyers
Buyers in local markets ordinarily carry on their buying activities as
independent business enterprises or work on salary or commission for
central market cotton merchants. Those who operate independently usu-
ally also operate or are financially interested in other types of businesses.
Their buying activities may be either a major or minor part of their
business. Also it is not unusual for salaried and commission buyers to
have other business interests, but buying cotton is usually a major enter-
prise with them. Salaried buyers are ordinarily paid a fixed salary for
their services by some central market merchant. In addition to a salary
they may also receive a percentage of their purchases as a commission or
they may receive a bonus. Commission buyers receive the largest portion
of their compensation for buying in the form of a commission but may
also receive a fixed guarantee or a bonus.
Approximately 48 per cent of the cotton purchased in the markets
studied was by independent buyers. About 42 per cent of the purchases
were made by salaried buyers and 10 per cent by individuals buying on
commission (Table 14). The relative volume of purchases by inde-
pendent buyers was greatest at Oak Grove, Winnsboro, Ferriday, and
Natchitoches, and least at Alexandria and Mansfield. At Mansfield over
86 per cent of the purchases were made by commission buyers.
Other business enterprises engaged in by local buyers are generally
related in one way or another to cotton. Of the 51 buyers, whose activi-
ties were studied, 22 also furnished supplies to growers, 21 were financi-
ally interested in farms, and 14 in cotton gins. Some were engaged in as
TABLE 14. Volume of Cotton Purchased by Independent, Salaried, and Commission




Number of bales purchased






4 4,110 565 0 3,545
7 10,900 4,950 4,800 1,150
12 11,449 6,050 4,799 600
4 6,553 6,553 0 0
7 32,567 12,567 20.000 0
5 11,100 7,400 3,200 500
7 21,525 13,300 3,075 5,150
5 10,643 875 9,768 0
51 108,847 52,260 45,642 10,945
100.0 48.0 41.9 10.1
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many as four or five different types of business activities. Tfie numerous
activities engaged in by cotton buyers may partially be explained by the
fact that buying cotton requires a person's attention only during a part
of the year. Unless a very large volume is handled, income must also be
obtained from other sources. For those to whom buying cotton is a side-
line, the enterprise is probably engaged in because it happens to fit well
into their major business. This is especially true for supply merchants.
Source of Funds for Financing Purchases
As a general rule local buyers do not finance all of their own cotton
purchases. The capital needed for making such purchases is seasonal and
can best be furnished by commercial lending agencies. Approximately 25
per cent of the buyers contacted used their own funds at least partially
in making purchases. Most of these were small supply merchants or gin-
ners who bought only a few bales. The local bank was used as a means
of financing by 43 per cent of the buyers. Most of those who used this
source were independent buyers, although a few salaried or commissioned
buyers also made use of local banks. The common procedure is for the
buyer to give the grower a draft on the local bank in payment for his
cotton. Warehouse receipts are used as collateral.
Representatives of central market cotton merchants are financed by
the firm which they represent, usually through arrangements with a local
bank. The buyer generally presents the grower with a draft on the central
market firm which is honored by a local bank. Almost 40 per cent of all
the buyers used this method of payment. Only in exceptional cases are
local buyers financed by out of town banks.
Determination of Quality
Practically all buyers made at least a superficial attempt to determine
the quality of a bale of cotton before purchasing it. According to the
buyers interviewed only 0.4 per cent of their volume of purchases was
made without first determining the quality. However, none of the buy-
ers purchased cotton on any class other than their own. Moreover, it is
probable that a large number of buyers determined quality only in a
general way and did not place an accurate class upon the cotton. Of the
51 buyers interviewed, 31 had no means whatever of checking against
official grade standards, and 36 had no check against staple standards.
It is common knowledge among classers that standards for grade and
staple length must be constantly referred to if their classing is to remain
accurate. Only 8 buyers owned and 12 buyers had access to any of the
staple types. Cotton classing is at best rather inexact, and without stand-
ards which can be referred to constantly its accuracy decreases consid-
erably. Quality determination then becomes a matter of making gener-
alized distinctions between wide variations in quality (Table 15) .
Most of those buyers who owned or had access to standards for grade
were limited to the four grades from Low Middling to Strict Middling.
Three buyers had access to all the standards which were available at
nearby educational institutions or government classing offices. The range
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of staple types owned by buyers or to which they had access was some-
what greater. These ranged from j to 1^ inches for 8 buyers. However,
these buyers did not possess all of the types within that range. Buyers in
short staple sections usually owned or had access to the shorter staple
types only. The same was true of the long staple types in the longer staple
sections.
TABLE 15. Number of Buyers Owning or Having Access to Grade and Staple
Standards, Specified Markets in Louisiana, 1940-41 Season.
No means Have No means Have
of checking Owning access of checking Owning access
to stapleMarket Total against grade to grade against staple




4 4 0 0 4 0 0
7 4 1 2 3 2 2
12 7 1 4 10 1 1
Oak Grove 4 2 2 0 3 1
0
7 5 2 0 4 3 0
5 2 0 3 4 0 1
Natchitoches •7 4 2 1 5 1
1
5 3 0 2 3 1 1
Total 51 31 8 12 36 9 6
Merchandising Practices
In general, procedures followed by local buyers who themselves sell
the cotton they purchase are rather uniform. Most buyers make direct
sales rather than operating through brokers, sell at a fixed price, shift
the risk of price changes to second buyers by selling almost immediately
after purchase, and deliver the cotton to second buyers at the local mar-
kets. Therefore, it seems that the local buyer's function is mainly that of
gathering cotton from growers into large enough quantities to be handled
economically by larger cotton merchants. The greater part of the risks
involved in holding and in transportation are shifted to these larger
buyers.
Salaried and commission buyers rarely sell the cotton they purchase
but simply report their purchases to the home office of the firms they
represent. This was true of 16 of the 51 buyers interviewed. Practically
all of those who made their own sales were independent buyers. There
were 3 local buyers who made sales to central market merchants and occa-
sionally to mills through brokers. The operations of these buyers were
usually larger in volume than those of the average local buyer. To a cer-
tain extent they performed more of the services, such as transportation
and storage which were ordinarily performed by merchants in the central
markets, than did the other local buyers.
The method used by the remainder of the local buyers was that of
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making sales direct to central market firms, without the assistance of a
broker. Such sales were made either to some representative of the firm
who was in the vicinity or by wire or telephone to the central office of
the firm.
To avoid risk of loss from price declines, local independent buyers ordi-
narily sold their cotton the same day that it was purchased. Salaried and
commission buyers simply reported their purchases daily to the home
office in order that the firm which they represented might take whatever
steps were necessary for protection from price declines. Selling futures as
a hedge against purchases was used only to a slight extent by local buyers.
Approximately 44 per cent of the total purchases of local buyers were
sold the day the purchase was made, and about 38 per cent were reported
daily to central market firms by buyers who worked on salary or commis-
sion (Table 16) . Hedging was used as a method o£ protection by local
buyers only in the Natchitoches market. Only 17 per cent of the total
purchases of buyers were left unprotected from adverse price changes for
longer than one day. However, at Ferriday and Winnsboro the proportion
was 40 and 44 per cent respectively.
TABLE 16. Methods of Protection Used Against Price Declines by Buyers in
Specified Markets in Louisiana, 1940-41 Season,
Number Selling Report daily No
Market of Total Hedging daily to home protection
buyers office
(Per cent of purchases
Mansfield 4 100.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0
7 100.0 0.0 58.0 40.6 1.4
12 100.0 0.0 53.9 25.0 21.1
Oak Grove , 4 100.0 0.0 68.7 25.0 6.3
Winnsboro 7 100.0 12.9 14.2 28.6 44.3
5 100.0 0.0 37.6 22.4 40.0
Natchitoches 7 100.0 0.0 25.0 70.0 5.0
5 100.0 0.0 45.0 40.0 15.0
TOTAI 51 100.0 1.6 44.0 37.7 16.7
The local cotton buyer in Louisiana rarely shipped the cotton he
bought. In practically all cases, the terms of his sales were such that the
cotton became the property of larger merchants while it was still in the
local market. Therefore, risks involved in transportation usually were
not borne by the local buyer. The most usual type of sale was one in
which possession passed to the second buyer while the cotton was in the
local warehouse. Such a sale is commonly designated "ex warehouse." A
type of sale used less frequently was *T. O. B. shipping point," under the
terms of which the local buyer was responsible for the expense of loading
the cotton into cars ready for shipment.
Approximately three-fourths of the buyers, who sold the cotton which
they purchased, sold under ex warehouse terms, at least part of the time.
About 28 per cent sold under F. O. B. shipping point terms all or part
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of the time. Only in individual instances, did buyers make a practice of
using other terms of sale, such as F. O. B. destination, F. O. B. port, and
delivered.
In selling their cotton, local buyers usually agreed upon the exact
price with the person to whom they were selling at the time the transac-
tion was made. A sale in which the price is arrived at in this manner is
termed a sale at a fixed price. Some local buyers, however, frequently sold
without fixing a definite price at the time of sale. At the time of sale an
agreement was made that the local cotton buyer, who was selling the cot-
ton, had the right to fix the price, based on some market quotation, at
any particular time he wished. Such an arrangement is often made when
in the opinion of the local buyer, the price of cotton is likely to rise later
in the season. All 35 buyers who sold the cotton they purchased made all
or a part of their sales at fixed prices. Only 5 made some sales on sellers
call.
Sales of almost all cotton by buyers in the local markets studied were
made on the basis of local compress or warehouse weights. This is to be
expected since these points are all served by licensed and bonded ware-
houses. Only two buyers made sales based on other types of weights. In
one case a portion of the buyers' sales were based on central market com-
press weights and in another case on mill weights.
Quality Determination by Firms Purchasing from Local Buyers
Firms purchasing from local buyers used various methods of determin-
ing the quality of the cotton they purchased. To some extent the method
used depended upon the firm's opinion of the local buyer's ability and
integrity. Twenty-two of the 35 buyers who made outright purchases and
sales of cotton, submitted samples to the buying firm as a basis for all or
a portion of their sales (Table 17) . Seven based at least a portion of their
TABLE 17. Means by Which the Quality of Cotton Was Determined by Firms
Purchasing From Local Buyers in Specified Markets in Louisiana, 1940-41 Season.




















2 0 0 0 2 0
5 4 0 0 1 0
9 9 0 1 1 0
Oak Grove 4 3 0 0 1 1
5 0 5 0 0 0
4 4 0 0 1 0
3 0 2 0 2 0
3 2 0 0 1 0
Total 35 22 7 1 9 1
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sales on a type sample prepared by the buying firm and used by the local
buyer as a guide to the quality of cotton desired. There were 10 buyers
who sold on the basis of a description of the cotton according to some
standard. However their cotton was later reclassed after the cotton was
shipped. Only one local buyer sold without some type of examination
of the quality of the cotton being made by the buying firm.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From the point of view of cotton farmers the best system of local mar-
kets would be one that gave them the highest price that current market
conditions justified for each bale of cotton they had to sell. This is not
an easy ideal to achieve. It would require markets in which both buyers
and sellers were fully informed concerning all conditions affecting the
market and in particular with respect to the quality of each bale of cot-
ton they bought or sold and the current central market valuation of each
quality. In addition vigorous competition would have to be present in the
local markets.
The data presented in this report indicate that local cotton markets in
Louisiana are a long ways from possessing these ideal conditions. For in-
stance, 30 per cent of the producers had no knowledge of the quality of
their cotton when they sold it and another 25 per cent knew only what
the buver told them concerning the grade and staple length of their
bales. These percentages were even higher for small producers who had
only a few bales to sell. It is likely that free classification of cotton for
certain growers under the terms of the Smith-Doxey Act caused these
percentages to be lower in 1940 than they had been in previous years. A
further development of the Smith-Doxey program w^ould offer possibili-
ties for further improvement in cotton growers' knowledge of the quality
of their cotton.
Another weak point, from the grower's standpoint, in selling cotton is
the lack of adequate information concerning prices. While nearly one-
half of the producers had available current information concerning the
price of futures and the spot prices of middling 15/16 inch cotton, only
7 per cent had access to information re.s:arding premiums and discounts
for various grades and staple lengths. Without all of this information
producers are necessarily in a poor bargaining position.
There were a number of different types of buyers in the local markets
with whom producers could do business. Their choice of buyers seemed
to be related to a number of factors: (1) In making outright sales there
was a marked tendency for small growers to sell a larger proportion of
their cotton to independent buyers than did the larger operators who
more commonly sold to representatives of central market cotton mer-
chants; (2) small operators placed a much larger proportion of their
cotton in the government loan than did the other growers; (3) there was
a tendency for the larger producers to obtain bids from more buyers be-
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fore making a sale than did the smaller growers; (4) the smaller
growers
sold more of their cotton immediately or within a few days after
ginnmg;
(5) the necessity for meeting immediate financial
obligations was a more
important reason for selling at the time chosen for small than it was
for
large growers; (6) while a large majority of all cotton
producers gave as
their reason for choosing a particular buyer the fact that they obtained
the
highest price from him, this reason was more common among the large
growers than among the small ones. It is apparent that the smaller grow-
ers were at a distinct disadvantage in several respects in dealing with
the
buyers as compared with the farmers who had a larger number of bales
to sell.
Almost half of the total volume of purchases in the local markets
studied were made by independent buyers, somewhat more than 40 per
cent by salaried buyers and about 10 per cent by persons buying on com-
mission. Most of the local buyers were also engaged in other businesses,
which had some connection with the cotton industry. In some instances,
particularly where buyers sold or furnished supplies to cotton growers,
there appeared to be an intimate connection between cotton buying and
these other activities. Probably a considerable proportion of the inde-
pendent buyers were engaged in the business of buying cotton because it
fitted in well with their other business or perhaps actually helped to make
that business more profitable than it would otherwise have been.
Practically all buyers at least made an attempt to determine the grade
and staple length of a bale of cotton before purchasing it. However, it
seems probable that a considerable proportion were not able to do this
very accurately. About three out of every five local buyers interviewed
had no means of checking their work against official grade standards or
staple types. Most of the other buyers had access to the standards for only
a few of the more common grades and staple lengths. One reason why
local buyers were not in a position to do a better job of classing cotton
was that it was a part-time job for most of them. Consequently the equip-
ment, energy, and skill devoted to the cotton business was limited.
In general, local buyers performed only limited functions in connection
with the marketing of cotton. Their most important services were in pro-
viding the farmers with cash when farmers sold to them and in assembling
large enough quantities of cotton so that central market buyers could
handle it economically. Most independent buyers sold very soon after
purchasing cotton, frequently on the same day. Salaried and commission
buyers simply reported their purchases to the home office of the firms
they represented. Most of the independent local buyers delivered the cot-
ton to second buyers at the local market, on the basis of local compress
or warehouse weights. Thus the local buyers ordinarily assumed no re-
sponsibility in connection with moving the cotton out of the local market.
Most of the local buyers were required to submit samples to the buying
firm, although a few sold on the basis of type samples or standard de-
scription.
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